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“Rise of the Robots” Quiz
Directions: Fill in the bubble next to the best answers for questions 1-6.  
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1.  The article is titled “Rise of the Robots” 
because ______.      
A robots are getting taller
B robots cost more than they used to
C robots are now easy to build 
D robots are doing more jobs

2.  Where in the article can you find details 
about the jobs some robots are doing now?   
A the section “Factory Workers”
B the section “Big Questions”  
C the vocabulary box
D the photo caption on page 5

3.  Flippy, Unimate, and SAM100 are robots 
that ______.   
A look like humans  
B think for themselves
C can talk back to people
D  do the same task over and over 

7.  Why are engineers making robots look more 
like humans? 

8.  Why are some people worried about the rise 
of robots?  

4.  According to the article, where can you see 
robots helping guests check into hotels?   
A Chile 
B  Denmark   
C  Japan   
D Cuba 

5.  Based on the article, which is an example of 
a robot using artificial intelligence?   
A a robot flipping burgers 
B a robot pulling up weeds 
C a robot laying bricks
D a robot counting items on a shelf 

 6.  Based on the article, what might happen in 
the future?    
A You might never see a robot.    
B  You might mistake a robot for a 

human.   
C You might use lasers to see like a robot. 
D  You might take a job away from a robot. 

  

  

Constructed Response
Directions: On a separate piece of paper, write your answer to each question below. 
Use complete sentences. Make sure you support your answers with information and 
details from the article.


